This paper addresses the issue of source retrieval in plagiarism detection. The task of source retrieval is retrieving all plagiarized sources of a suspicious document from a source document corpus whilst minimizing retrieval costs. The classification-based methods achieved the best performance in the current researches of source retrieval. This paper points out that it is more important to cast the problem as ranking and employ learning to rank methods to perform source retrieval. Specially, it employs RankBoost and Ranking SVM to obtain the candidate plagiarism source documents. Experimental results on the dataset of PAN@CLEF 2013 Source Retrieval show that the ranking based methods significantly outperforms the baseline methods based on classification. We argue that considering the source retrieval as a ranking problem is better than a classification problem.
Introduction
This paper considers the source retrieval of plagiarism detection. Source retrieval is featured as a track by PAN@CLEF (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum). PAN annotates the corpora of source retrieval and introduces its task: given a suspicious document that contains reused passages of text and a plagiarism source collection (perhaps consisting of the whole network), the task of source retrieval in plagiarism detection is to retrieve all possible plagiarized sources for a suspicious document at a minimized retrieval cost [1] , [2] .
PAN summarized the classical process of source retrieval [1] , [2] , shown in Fig. 1 .
Generally, given a suspicious document, the source retrieval algorithms generate queries and submit them to a search engine. Furthermore, the search results will be filtered by a filtering algorithm of source retrieval to obtain the candidate documents that are potentially comparable in detail with the suspicious document, and these are called candidate source documents. When given a search engine and the queries generated from a suspicious document, the performance of source retrieval mainly depends on its filtering algorithm. Many studies were conducted on filtering retrieved results, with classification based method proposed by Williams et al. [3] , [4] achieving the best performance (Fscore) on public corpus of plagiarism detection [5] . In Williams' method, the problem was formalized as a classification task in which the retrieved results are classified as plagiarism or non-plagiarism sources, the documents labeled plagiarism sources were utilized as training data, and the classification methods such LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) were employed to learn classification models.
Different to classification based methods, we formalize source retrieval as a ranking problem, then train a ranking model to obtain the candidate source documents. Specifically, the ranked document pairs are taken as training examples, and the documents are selected as candidate sources when the prediction scores exceed a threshold. We rigorously evaluate the proposed method on the public PAN source retrieval corpus [6] . The results show that ranking methods statistically outperform the baselines based on classification methods.
Ranking Method for Source Retrieval
In our point, filtering the results of source retrieval is by nature a ranking problem rather than a classification one, and it is better to employ a learning to rank method than a classification method in source retrieval. Firstly, it is more natural to consider the likelihood of a document's being a plagiarism source in a relative sense than in an absolute sense. Classification methods decide whether a document is a plagiarism source or not directly, while ranking methods rank document according to their degree of preference, importance, or relevance. Secondly, information (features) for determining whether a document is a plagiarism source is also relative. Classification methods use the absolute feature values, while (pairwise) ranking methods employ the differences of feature values. Thirdly, learning to rank allows us to compare documents from a global perspective, Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers while classification methods determine each document independently. Lastly, (pairwise) ranking methods can overcome the problem of imbalance data to a certain extent. The ratio of positive and negative examples is only less than 1:4 in our training data. It means we only have 20 percent of the total documents can be exploited to construct the positive samples if we using the methods of classification. Verberne et al. presented that ranking approaches were less sensitive to class imbalance [7] . In the pairwise ranking approach, ranking is usually reduced to a classification on document pairs, and each positive example can integrate any negative example to construct a document pair. For coping with the imbalanced data of source retrieval and making full use of limited source documents, we choose the method based on pairwise ranking method rather than classification as the learning algorithm.
To get a better understanding of the discriminative abilities of classification and ranking methods, we conducted analysis on some randomly selected data. Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the scatterplots of the instances in a two-feature space (BM25 score of the result and cosine similarity between the snippet and the suspicious document) for the classification and the ranking data (pairwise). We can see that it would be easier for the ranking approach to separate the positive and negative instances. Therefore, it indicates that the ranking approach is more likely to achieve better performance than the classification approach in source retrieval.
Our ranking method to source retrieval employs learning to rank algorithms based on pairwise to learn the ranking models. The document pairs, each of which consists of one real plagiarism source document and one non-plagiarism source document, are deemed as the training examples. For the purpose of comparison, we use the same features as Williams' method [3] , [4] . The information available at search time, such as PageRank score, BM25 score, number of sentences in the search results, document-snippet cosine similarity, query-snippet cosine similarity, number of nouns and verbs in the title of search results, etc., is used as the ranking features. The documents with their prediction scores being higher than a threshold are remained as candidate source documents.
Experiment
The evaluation corpus employed for source retrieval is based on the training data and testing data of the Source Retrieval task in PAN 2013 which contain 40 and 58 suspicious documents respectively. Following PAN, ClueWeb09 which consists of 1,040,809,705 web pages is selected as the plagiarism source document dataset [1] , [2] .
For the purpose of comparison, the processes of generating queries and searching are followed Williams' method [3] , [4] . First, each suspicious document is partitioned into segments that are made up of 5 sentences. For each segment, only the nouns, verbs and adjectives are retained. Then, the first three queries are generated via combining every non-overlapping sequence of 10 words. Second, the ChatNoir [8] system, a search engine offered by PAN, is used to retrieve the plagiarism sources by using the generated queries. For each query, only the top 3 search results are remained.
We choose LDA, which the best one of four classification based methods (LDA, Logistic Regression and, Random Forests and AdaBoost) reported by Williams [4] , as our strong baseline. To compare with Ranking SVM, we also employ SVM, a classical classification model, as our another baseline.
Ranking SVM [9] and RankBoost [10] , which are two classical learning to rank algorithms, are chosen to learn the ranking models.
We perform 2-fold cross validation to train the parameters. The PAN 2013 Plagiarism Source Retrieval Training Corpus and Test Corpus 2 are used as training data and test data alternately. The performance of source retrieval is measured by F-score of the set of retrieved documents [1] , [2] , which is the main evaluation metric of PAN. At the same time, precision, recall, Total Workload of Downloads, and Workload to the First Detection of Downloads [1] , [2] are also listed for reference (the latter two is used to measure the cost-effectiveness of a source retrieval algorithm). The percategory F-score for the baselines and our proposed method is reported in Table 1 . * and # indicate that the experimental results are statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level by using a one-sided paired t-test, and the bold values represent the best results per category. From Table 1 , we can see that the two ranking methods significantly outperform the baselines without paying more retrieval cost.
Conclusion
Source retrieval involves using a search engine to retrieve plagiarism source documents for a given suspicious document. In this paper, we deem source retrieval as a problem of ranking rather than classification. Different from classification, the goal of ranking is to learn a function that can rank documents according to their degree of plagiarism. By using learning to rank methods, we learn the ranking models to get the candidate plagiarism source documents. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method on two public source retrieval data sets. We conclude that the ranking method can boost the performance of source retrieval than the classification method significantly.
